
.i n the difficult search for value, the small

; container vessel segment in the S&P

market is increasingly being seen as one

that offers good prospects due to improving

supply and demand fundamentals.

The market is however a tricky one and the

window of opportunity does not stay open for

long. Early movers such as Hong Kong-based

Tribini Capital saw opportunities arise as the

German KGs started running into trouble

and stafted moving into the market as early

as last year with the purchase of a 2,113 teu

vessel in November and has just two months

ago picked up another two vessels, investing

around $25m in just the past six months.

A recent Drewry Maritime Research report

highlighted the trend of rising scrappings

and a much slower pace of newbuildings as

the traditional owners in Europe are reluctant

to commission newbuildings and new fuel-

efficiency and environmental concerns make

ships obsolescent earlier.

Meanwhile there remains a demand for

these types of vessels in specific markets

such as the emerging markets of Asia, Africa

and South America.

"Africa is the big factor driving this at the

moment, but also intra-Asia, Caribbean, South

America; basically all the emerging markets

where the infrastructure is not in place and

current shipments do not justify large poft

investments in gantry cranes and so on, and

the hinterland infrastructure does not allow for

trucking/railing to major pofts," Tribini Capital

director Thomas Soderberg told Seatrade Asia

Week.

This has resulted in a surge of interest in

the sector and combined with an increase in

scrapping, has caused prices to rise. "There
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has been an increase in activity with prices at

a substantiai discount from six months ago,

in some cases not far above scrap," said

Clarkson Asia managing director Martin Rowe.

Rowe said that many of the sub-3,000 teu

container vessels had been built for a different
purpose from that of current charterers and

many are literally not tradeable. For example,

ships over 16 to 17 years old with high fuel

consumption numbers are almost certainly

destined for the scrapyard.

According to Drewry as many as 151

smallervessels with atotal capacityof 353,149

teu were demolished last year, amounting

to around 8% of the existing sub 3,000 teu

fleet, and the average age was as young as

25 years. This is compared to 2011, when only

86 vessels with a total capacity of 1 00,190 teu

were scrapped, and the average age was 31

years.

This is not good news for those keen to get

into the market now of course. "We are seeing

an increased interest from other buyers in this

segment as the current charter rates are now

sufficient to cover the operating expenses

and interest

payments
[at today's

pricesl which

it didn't do

earlie[" said

Soderberg,
adding that

this has

resulted in

prices rising

by some 10-

15% recently.

Even

with rising prices, he still believes market

fundamentals are good however and is actively
planning to start a new round of fund raising

with the aim of picking up between five and

10 ships by the end of the year. "The overall

market conditions will be a limiting factor,

so it will not go through the roof if there is a
continued crisis in the larger markets," he said.

"The number of newbuilding orders will

still be limited as the traditional owners have

for all practical purposes been put out of
business. There will be some, but it is very

hard to convince newcomers to commit $25m
to $27m to something that will not have any

earningVcash-flow for the first two years till

the ships are delivered - and where the current

market is $3,000-$4,000 below breakeven for

a newbuilding," Soderberg said.

lndeed this is borne out in the broker figures

with most of the reported recent newbuildings

being in the over-10,000 teu segment. April

numbers from RS Platou indicate a four-ship

order of 1,000-teu vessels from South Korea's

Heung-A Shipping for 2016/17 detivery but

this seems to be an exception.
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